
Secret Santa Door Tomte celebrates New Year's Eve
Instructions No. 2886
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 30 Minutes

With this craft idea, Tomte dives into the festive world of New Year's Eve. With a few miniatures, a little creativity and
crafting joy, you can create a unique New Year's Eve picture in no time at all.

Paint the door, the fireplace and the kitchen shelf white to create a neutral background for the decoration. 

Let your creativity run free and decorate the surfaces with chenille wire, stickers and miniatures as shown in the pictures. There are no limits to what you can
do, so you can personalise everything. 

Transfer the templates for the party hats, New Year's rockets and clocks onto the paper. Make sure you transfer the details carefully so that the decoration
looks accurate and precise. 

Carefully cut out the templates from the paper. Accurate cutting is important to achieve the desired shape and aesthetic.

Party hat:
1. Roll the cut out paper into a cone and glue the edge together to make the hat shape. 

2. Cut a piece of silver chenille wire and stick it into the small opening at the top of the hat. 

3. Bend the wire once to secure it and your party hat is ready.



New Year's Eve rocket:
1. Shorten the bamboo sticks to the desired length. 

2. Stick the beginning of the paper strips onto the bamboo sticks and roll them up. 

3. Tape the ends together to form a rocket. 

4. Cut the small circle in half, roll it into a cone and glue it in place. 

5. Stick the rocket onto the rolled up paper strips.

The clock:
1. Cut out the circles and the hands. 

2. Stick the hands and the number stickers on the circles. 

3. Attach three of the clocks to the packaging and decorate them with a bow as you like.

More detailed pictures:

Finally, you can arrange and decorate the self-made miniatures on the surfaces as shown in the pictures or according to your own taste. Create a unique and
festive atmosphere.



Article number Article name Qty
22167 Miniature buffet cabinet 1
650120-04 VBS Craft felt, 20 x 30 cmPale Pink 1
706681-00 Craft cardboard sheetWhite 1
706667-90 Coloured paperBlack 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
716512 VBS Kraft paper "Gift bag", 10 pieces 1
650571 VBS Chenille wire "Silver", 8 mm, 50 cm, 10 pieces 1
20215 Glitter sticker "Numbers"Gold 1
22178 Miniature food processor 1
22139 Miniature cookie cutters 1
22142 Miniature fireplace 1
834001 Miniature door "Hobro" 1
12416 VBS Mini fruit box, 2 pieces 1
831826 Miniature table, rectangular, approx. 8x5x5cm 1
16140 Miniature bench 1
16907 Miniature metal tub 1
692663 Mini-bottles, 12 pieces 1
21940 Miniature wine bottle 1
21928 Miniature cake on wooden board 1
21920 Miniature pillow 1
19794 Rico Design Miniature firewood holder 1
19252 Secret Santa set "Baking utensils" 1

Article information:
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